
Miro kashtoro (My Tree) 
Kustendil

Over 10 000 people are living in Kustendil’s “Iztok” quarter, most of them with Roma 
origin. The quarter problems are numerous – related with healthcare, education, 
unemployment, etc. One of the problems we could not think of is the lack of a play-

ground in the whole quarter. Following an open civic discussion and preliminary interviews in the Roma 
quarter a civic team was constituted. The team involved local residents and was led by the Chitalishte 
started working on creation of an eco-garden and a playground 
The eco-garden was created at the center of the quarter, in front of the Chitalishte building, entirely with 
volunteer labor – the water supply channel, electricity wiring, installation of fence and two new benches. 
There is a fountain and cypresses in the garden that instantly turned it into the local attraction. A few 
meters further into the quarter a playground was created with volunteer labor of local craftsmen – new 
swings, seesaw, slide, sandbox were installed. The locals celebrated the new areas with a concert where 
the idea to hold a cleaning action in the quarter was born. As a result 500 garbage bags were transported 
out of the quarter.

The new esthetic areas brought the locals to the realization that it is 
worth the efforts to protect the environment – makes them feel nice and 
comfortable. Now, they want to live in a greener place and have started 

a new initiative – to plant a tree in front of each house.  The newly planted tree will be named after the 
youngest child in the family and he/she will bear the personal responsibility to take care and preserve the 
tree. 
We need: 450 trees or funds to buy them as well as wire and timber to encircle them. 
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